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INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, antennas play a very important role in tracking any object using the automatic identification technology. This technique has been increased in many fields like industry, business, food and library management, and so on [1] . In wireless communications, the RFID systems are one of the most promising technologies [2] that emerged after automatic identification to detect any object anywhere [3] , [4] . They are now widespread in many industrial applications such as merchant flow tracking, stock, control, and supply chain management [5] , [6] .
The UHF RFID systems are used in different regions of the world. We will be interested in the European UHF band which is between 865MHz and 868 MHz [7] , [8] . The drawback of this band is the need of a large antenna, which led researchers to look for a solution minimizing the size of the antenna while keeping its performance. There are several methods of reducing the size of the antenna such as the use of short circuits (PIFA), slot antennas, and fractal shapes [9] - [12] . However, these techniques do not allow having a good performance in terms of impedance, directivity, and large wide band, hence the interest in the use of metamaterials [13] , [14] to decrease the resonance frequency and maintain the performance of the antenna. Metamaterials, which were propounded by Victor Veselago in 1968, are also called lefthanded materials (LHM) because the vectors E, H, and K form a left-handed system [15] , [16] .
This work treats a half-loop antenna coupled with a novel structure of metamaterial to decrease the resonance frequency by 20% and increase the gain by 76%. The obtained results are shown by a numerical software using CST-MWS and validated by experimental results. The presented paper falls into three parts. In the first section, the physical and design for the structure of metamaterial are presented and simulated regarding the S11 and S12 to find the permeability and permittivity. The second section shows the simulation results for the proposed antenna presenting the return loss and the realized gain, that's why in the thirst section; the antenna is coupled with metamaterial to achieve the desired results in terms of the resonance frequency, realized gain and radiation pattern. In the last section, the metamaterial is validated by the experimental result.
II. PRESENTATION OF THE NEW METAMATERIAL STRUCTURE
The concept of artificial material, i.e. metamaterial, was synthesized in the late 90s. However, in the past 20 years, the interest in metamaterial technology has strongly increased with researchers on superlens and telecommunication environments, including transmission lines and antenna applications. Metamaterials are artificial materials obtained by regulating the interactions of materials with electromagnetic (EM) waves to make them acquire specific properties [17] . The photonic metamaterial patterns to be incorporated on the antenna were made through 4-level fractal structures, which are sometimes called a space filling curves. The fractal pattern is generated by a master line or the first level of the structure. The multi-band functionality and sub-wavelength effect are the two most important features of this S and U-shaped fractal. The main advantages of the fractal cell are its sub-wavelength properties, simple architecture, and wide application. The subwavelength allows the system to have a smaller size when compared with the wavelength. Thus, the cell can behave as a compact reflector. In the case of metamaterials, the curl of electric field E and magnetic field H have a power density S=E×H and moves in the opposite direction of the wave vector k. The most important two parameters of electromagnetic waves are Electric Permittivity Ɛ and magnetic permeability μ. Fig. 1 shows the geometry of the fractal unitary metamaterial cell. In order to calculate the effective values of permittivity and permeability, the Nicolson-Ross-Weir (NRW) approach is used [18] . The equations are as follows: www.ijacsa.thesai.org
Where, the S parameters result from CST simulation, n and z are related to the relative permittivity and permeability. , Table 1 below presents the dimensions of the proposed metamaterial cell. Fig. 2 shows the S-parameters of the new metamaterial structure whose band gap ranges from 0.855 to 1.12 GHz. 
III. DESIGN OF THE HALF-LOOP ANTENNA
A half-loop antenna is a closed circuit antenna that consists of a single wire bent into a half circle and mounted on a ground plane. The conductor is fed through the ground plane at one end while the other end is terminated on the ground plane. The half-loop antenna exists in various forms, but in this paper, the circular form will be used. The small size and high efficiency are the advantages of a properly designed halfloop antenna constructed on the UHF frequency band. Fig. 4 exhibits the basic structure of the half-loop antenna without metamaterial cells. It consists of a circular half-loop of 30 mm radius R resonating at 1.05 GHz printed on an FR4 substrate (Ɛ r =4.4, h=0.8 mm and tan δ=0.0008). The simulated frequency and the realized gain are shown in Fig. 5 and 6 , respectively. One important property of antenna is the efficiency. It can be written as the ratio of the total radiated power P r to the input power P i of the antenna.
A. Half Loop Antenna Without Metamaterial

= (4)
The realized gain of the antenna without metamaterial is 0.33 dB, likewise, the directivity is about 2.11 dBi. So, the efficiency of the antenna without metamaterial is 68%.
B. Half Loop Antenna with Metamaterial
An important fraction of the radiation gets lost in the substrate above the radiant element and on the edges around the structure. This problem is occurred by surface waves and leakage waves which limit the performance of the antenna. To overcome this limitation, we use metamaterial cells to prevent the distribution of the surface waves. The addition of the metamaterial cells serves to reduce the resonance frequency, hence miniaturizing the structure. Adding metamaterial cells in the half-loop antenna modifies the radiation pattern by focusing the energy in one direction [19] , [20] and it is completely confined under the radiating element.
The proposed antenna shown in Fig. 7 has a loop radius (r) of 30 mm and a width (w) of 1.25 mm. This half-loop is integrated on an FR4 substrate of 70mm *70mm *0.8mm (the same substrate of the metamaterial cells) that is perpendicular to a ground plane of 120mm *120mm *0.1 mm, and is simulated through the use of the CST software. The proposed half-loop antenna with metamaterial cells exhibited better results in terms of return loss, with -36 dB against -22 dB, and diminution of resonance frequency from 1.05 GHz to 0.866 GHz. The S11 parameters for the two designs are shown in Fig. 8 .
This figure shows that the use of metamaterials cells allows the decrease of the resonance frequency from 1.05 GHz to 0.866 GHz, i.e. a decrease of about 185 MHz. To understand the performance of distance between the two metamaterial cells, we examined the effects on return loss when varying parameter d. The simulation of the resonance frequencies for different values of d is presented in Fig. 9 . www.ijacsa.thesai.org Fig. 9 . Effects of the distance d on the return loss. Fig. 9 shows the effects of distance d on the resonance frequency, we can notice that the resonance frequency is decreased when the distance between both cells is decreased. However, the gain at the low resonance frequency (f r = 0.61 GHz, d=0.036 λ 0 ) is negative, on which the antenna has been chosen whose distance separating the two cells is approximately 8 mm (d=0.020 λ 0 ). The novel antenna exhibits better results in terms of gain, with a simulated gain of about 1.93 dB with against 0.44 dB without metamaterials. Fig. 10 shows that the realized gain at 866MHz of the metamaterial antenna is about 1.93 dB. The simulated directivity of metamaterial antenna is 2.11 dBi. Theoretically [21] , the maximum gain of aperture antenna is expressed as:
Where, { L is the length of the ground plane, m is the length of the substrate and A is the aperture of the antenna. So D max = 2.73 dBi. The simulated directivity of metamaterial antenna has almost approached the theoretically limit of the antenna's directivity with percentage error (5%). 11 and 12 show the simulated radiation pattern in plane E and H, respectively. We can notice that the simulated 3dB beam width for this antenna with metamaterial is decreased by 57° at plane E which implies an increase in directivity. The efficiency of the antenna with metamaterial is about 87%, that's why it may be concluded that thanks to the metamaterials that efficiency has improved. The novel antenna with and without metamaterial cells are realized in the Maxwell Laboratory of group ESEO-Angers, France. Fig. 13 illustrates the experimental prototypes whose ground planes have the dimensions of 12cm×12cm.
Simulated and measured S11 parameter of the antenna with and without metamaterial cells are presented in Fig. 14 . 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel metamaterial cell is designed with negative permittivity and permeability. When metamaterial cells are applied to the antenna, this leads to an improvement in the gain and the radiation patterns with a decrease in the resonant frequency. Measurements on the manufactured prototype validated the simulation results carried out under CST software. As perspective to the study, the proposed antenna could be used in libraries for identification, sorting and transportation of library books.
